
LITERATURE READER CLASS-4 (English)





Summary of the Poem
The first stanza gives a clear clarity that the children and all other family members

were feeling bored and as such there was nothing great to be done on that day.
Nobody had anything to do or anything to talk about the day and the day was just
passing by like any other boring day then suddenly they all hear, Daddy falling into
the pond.

 
The second stanza portrays immediate response of the members of the family when

Daddy falls into the pond. Some are merry, some laugh over and some gets so
excited that they shout at each other to get the camera for a natural click. Timothy
dances out of happiness. Just a fall by Daddy into the pond could create joy all
around.

 
The third stanza talks about the gardener who suddenly slaps his knees and laughing

silently. The ducks quacked as though they where silly and started moving and it
sounded as if the drake laughed on seeing Daddy crawling out of the pond. The
last few lines says that when Daddy fell into the pond, there was not a single thing
that did not respond to that fall and in turn Daddy made everybody's day more
enjoyable.



Words to Learn
1. grumbled
2. dismal
3. beyond
4. delight
5. crawling
6. slapped
7. respond
8. doubled
9. gardener
10. silently



Word Meanings

 
1. grumbled – spoke angrily
2. dismal      – dull
3. sheer       – absolute
4. daft          – foolish , silly
5. respond   – laugh



Q/Ans
 
    Q1.     How has the poet described the day?

Ans 1)    As per the poet, the day was very dull.
 
    Q2.    What is meant by 'there seemed to be nothing beyond'?

Ans 2)    Here in the poem, 'there seemed to be nothing beyond' means
that there was  nothing else to do but to wait to see the day ending.

 
    Q3.     How did the children react?

Ans 3)     Their faces grew merry and bright. Timothy danced for sheer
delight when  daddY     fell into the pond.

 
    Q4.      Why did they need the camera?

Ans 4)     They needed a camera to click pictures when Daddy was
crawling out of the   duckweed.



                    Home Assignment
 
1. Answer these questions in your own words.
  a)How did the ducks respond?
  b)Why is fun necessary in life?
  c)How did the gardener react?
 
2. Make sentences
     a)respond            b)silently               c)delight
     d)merry                e)camera
 
3. Fill in the blanks
  a)In the given poem, ________and__________were
     feeling bored.
  b)Daddy fell into the _______.
  c)Children shouted to take ___________of Daddy.



  d)Timothy danced out of __________.
  e)The ducks quacked as though they were ________.
 
4. Fill in  the missing letters to complete the word.
  a) __re__                b)be__ __d                  c)__r__g__t
  d)__am__ra           e)c__i__k                     f)r__s__ond
  g)s__ap__ed          h)ga__d__n__r



THANK YOU


